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Sebastian Hawkins, known online as The
Hook up Doctor is taking his advice
column one step further with The Hook-up
Doctor Guide. In this manual hes revisiting
some of his hardest cases along with
dishing out brand new advice, too.
Sebastian isnt stopping with just these six
specific cases either. Hes throw in some of
Sebastians Rules to give girls extra advice
on grabbing the guy of their dreams. So if
youve ever been a little lost on how to
move out of the friend territory or make
your BFFs brother see you as more than his
little sisters friend, than this guide is for
you.For more from The Hook-up Doctor
you can check out his story in WHAT A
BOY WANTS. Sometimes advice is much
easier to give, than to put into action... This
is a short story companion which can be
read before or after, WHAT A BOY
WANTS. Disclaimer: The Hook up Doctor
Guide is a work of FICTION and not
meant to apply in real life. Sebastian and
all of the situations in this book are
fictional and for entertainment purposes
only. This should not be used as a real
self-help book. This advice is not meant for
readers use, but for a fun, fictional read.
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